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Designing Dynamic Research Tournaments

February 29, 2016

Abstract

This paper considers the optimal design of dynamic research tournaments when
the buyer can set time-dependent prizes. We derive the buyer-optimal tournament
and show that it entails an increasing prize schedule. Remarkably, this allows the
buyer to implement a global stopping rule. In particular, the optimal tournament
attains the first-best. More generally, we show that global stopping rules can be im-
plemented robustly and compare them to individual stopping rules which have been
analyzed in the existing literature. We conclude by discussing policy implications
of our findings and highlight that global stopping rules combine the best aspects of
innovation races and fixed prize tournaments.

Keywords: innovation, contests, dynamic tournaments, global stopping rule,
breakthroughs, R&D
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1 Introduction

Research tournaments1 have a long history as a mechanism for inducing innovation. From
navigation and food preservation, to aviation,2 research tournaments have been used to
find solutions to some of society’s most pressing problems. Recently, the use of research
tournaments by both private and public sector has been expanding rapidly. As in the
past, research tournaments are used in order to foster innovation in some of the most
pressing and difficult issues that society is facing. Some examples of problems to which
research tournaments have been applied include vaccine technology, antibiotics overuse,
space flight, robotics and AI, and environment and energy efficiency.3 Given that the 2010
America Competes Reauthorization Act authorized US Federal agencies to use prizes and
tournaments, it can be expected that the importance of research tournaments will only
grow in the coming years.

Mistakes in tournament design can waste R&D funds and slow the development of
important innovations. While some aspects of tournament design, like the effect of the
number of competitors or the allocation of prizes, are well studied,4 less is known about
the dynamic aspects of tournament design. At the same time, as Lang, Seel, and Strack
(2014) point out, “there are surprisingly few multi-period contest models in which each
player’s decision problem is dynamic.” This paper deals with the (buyer-)optimal design
of dynamic research tournaments in precisely such an environment. We identify a novel
design lever that the tournament designer can use in order to increase efficiency of the
tournament — namely the fact that the prizes can differ depending on the time when
they are awarded.5

We build on the model of Taylor (1995), where N sellers choose in each of the T
periods whether to invest in research or not. Investment is costly, but in each period
a seller does research he obtains an innovation, the quality of which is a random draw
from some distribution F . The investment decisions, and the current highest quality of
their innovations are private information to the sellers. If a seller reveals the innovation
to the buyer, the buyer can costlessly and accurately determine its quality. However, the
quality of innovations is not verifiable by outside parties. In particular, a contract which
conditions on the innovation quality is not enforceable by courts. These assumptions are

1Research tournaments are sometimes referred to as innovation contests or inducement prizes.
21714 Longitude Prize, 1795 Napoleon’s Food Preservation Prize and 1919 Orteig Prize respectively.
32012 EU Vaccine Prize; 2015 Better Use of Antibiotics Prize; 1996 Ansari X Prize, 2006 Northrop

Grumman Lunar Lander XCHALLENGE and 2007 Google Lunar X-Prize; 2004 DARPA Grand Chal-
lenge, 2007 Urban Challenge, 2014 A.I. presented by TED XPRIZE; 1992 Super-Efficient Refrigerator
Program, Progressive Insurance Automotive X PRIZE and 2015 NRG Cosia Carbon XPRIZE.

4See Che and Gale (2003), Moldovanu and Sela (2001) and Moldovanu and Sela (2006).
5To the best of our knowledge dynamic prizes have not been studied in the context of tournament

design before. Of course, dynamic payoffs have been used in other context, for example in bandit models
like in Green and Taylor (2015).
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standard in the literature.6 In order to incentivize the sellers to invest in innovation, the
buyer commits to a scheme that will, in some enforceable way, pay out a prize to the
winning supplier(s). For example in Taylor (1995), the seller commits to paying a prize
P at the end of the T periods. We will call this institution a fixed-prize tournament.

We deviate from Taylor’s model in two important ways. First, we assume that the
buyer can commit to a time-dependent prize scheme. This assumption only requires that
the contracts can be time-dependent. There are many examples of such contracts —
bills have to be paid by a certain date, with penalties for late payment, savings can be
deposited for a fixed period of time, and delivery of parcels can be guaranteed within a
specified time period. Even in the context of research tournaments we find examples of
time-dependent contracts: in the 2006 Netflix prize in addition to the final Grand Prize,
a $50,000 Progress Prize could be awarded each year before the tournament ended.

Second, in the main section we assume that the innovations have what we will call
a breakthrough structure. That means that each innovation falls broadly into two cat-
egories — it is either a breakthrough or not. All breakthrough innovations are worth
approximately the same to the buyer and all non-breakthrough innovations are worth
approximately the same. As the name suggests, breakthrough innovations are worth sub-
stantially more. This does not imply that there are only two quality levels – there may be
many. What is important is that there is a distinction between the very valuable break-
through innovations and relatively less valuable other innovations. For example, many
tournaments explicitly state what is the goal of the tournament. Then a breakthrough is
any innovation that reaches the goal. In the case of the 1996 Ansari X Prize, the publicly
stated goal was to have two manned space flights within two weeks using the same space-
craft. The larger objective of the organizer was to spur the development of technology
needed for civilian space flight. While the spacecraft that met the goal could be better
or worse, the difference to the organizer did probably not matter as much as achieving
the publicly stated goal. Thus, we believe that the breakthrough innovation structure fits
well with many research tournaments.

Given the breakthrough innovation structure, we show that in the first-best7 all sup-
pliers invest and conduct research until at least one of them achieves a breakthrough, at
which point all research stops. This is an example of a global stopping rule. However,
giving just a single prize at the end of the T periods of the tournament cannot implement
a global stopping rule. Indeed, it uniquely implements an individual stopping rule, where
each seller performs research until he achieves some threshold value which is determined
by the size of the prize (Taylor, 1995). In order to implement a global stopping rule, the
sellers must be incentivized to conduct research in every period and to truthfully reveal

6See for example Taylor (1995) and Che and Gale (2003).
7By first-best we mean maximizing total surplus in the absence of informational barriers.
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that they have achieved an innovation, while the buyer has to be incentivized to stop the
other firms from conducting further research. We show that by appropriately choosing a
dynamic prize schedule, so that the prizes increase in each period the tournament contin-
ues, the buyer can be incentivized to stop the tournament as soon as a seller submits a
breakthrough. This is done by setting the slope of the increase in prizes such that it is
exactly equal to the marginal benefit to the buyer of one more round of research. At the
same time, if the intercept of the prize schedule is high enough, the sellers will have an
incentive to conduct research in every period and to truthfully reveal their breakthroughs
as soon as they have them, because otherwise they would risk losing the tournament
entirely. Thus, by appropriately choosing the slope and the intercept of the prize sched-
ule the seller can implement any global stopping rule, and the first-best stopping rule in
particular.

Next, we relax the assumption on breakthrough innovations. First we characterize the
optimal global stopping rule with the more general innovation structure and show that it
satisfies the property that the marginal benefit of one more round of research equals the
marginal cost. We then show that any global stopping rule can be implemented with an
appropriately designed schedule of prices. Thus, our implementation result is robust to
the specification of the innovation structure. Moreover, we show that any global stopping
rule can be implemented even if the number of sellers doing research changes from period
to period, as long as the sequence is fixed ex ante. That is, our implementation result does
not depend on the assumption that the set of sellers is constant for the entire duration of
the tournament. This is especially important as some tournaments proceed in stages, so
that some participants are eliminated in every stage. Finally, we consider the effect of a
change in the horizon T of the tournament. We show that, with a global stopping rule, an
increase in T always increases the payoff of the buyer. The intuition is that, with a global
stopping rule, the tournament is stopped whenever an innovation of high enough quality
is realized. Thus, the tournament only continues past the time T if it was beneficial to
do so. Whereas in a fixed-prize tournament, an increase in the horizon T can lead to a
decrease in buyer payoff. The reason for this is that the longer the time horizon is, the
higher the chance of wasteful duplication.

Generally, one can distinguish between research tournaments and innovation races.8

To win a tournament a seller needs to have the best innovation at some specific date,
whereas a seller needs to have a specific innovation as quickly as possible to win an
innovation race. Thus, for an innovation race to be feasible, verifiability is necessary in
order to determine whether some proposed innovation is indeed the innovation required
to win the race. When innovation races are implemented in practice, a verifiable proxy is
commonly used to determine whether an innovation meets the buyer’s requirements. In

8See the discussion in Taylor (1995).
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the Ansari X Prize, the goal of the tournament was to “incentivize the creation of a safe,
reliable, reusable, privately-financed manned space ship to demonstrate that private space
travel is commercially viable”, yet the sponsors used the objectively verifiable proxy of
“build[ing] and launch[ing] a spacecraft capable of carrying three people to 100 kilometers
above the Earth’s surface, twice within two weeks”.9 The advantage of a race is that it
proceeds until an appropriate innovation has been developed and that it minimizes the
wasteful duplication. When implementing research tournaments, the buyer in general
does not have to use a proxy. However, other problems arise. In contrast to innovation
races the sponsor of a research tournament needs to announce an end date at which the
submissions will be judged. If the competitors are not given enough time, they may fail
to produce a good enough innovation.10 If the deadline is very late, however, there is a
risk of wasteful duplication.

Our dynamic prize tournament offers a solution to these problems. We show that
when implementing a global stopping rule the buyer benefits from increasing the duration
of the tournament, thereby allowing for very late deadlines which increase the chance
of getting a sufficiently good innovation. At the same time, the nature of the global
stopping rule ensures that throughout the tournament an innovation race is taking place,
thus avoiding the risk of duplication arising in standard research tournaments. Moreover,
this innovation race is implemented without requiring a proxy, hence eliminating this
source of inefficiency. Effectively, a dynamic prize tournament inherits the best properties
of both innovation races and research tournaments. Overall, our results indicate that
using dynamic prizes could result in substantially more efficient tournaments.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews the relevant literature.
Section 3 presents the model. Section 4 characterizes the first-best and shows that it can
be implemented with a dynamic-prize tournament. Section 5 considers extensions to the
main model and in particular relaxes the assumption of breakthrough innovation. Section
6 concludes. All proofs are relegated to the appendix.

2 Related Literature

The seminal paper on dynamic research tournaments is Taylor (1995) on which we build
our model.11 He shows that a T -period tournament with N sellers where a fixed prize

9See the Ansari X Prize website http://ansari.xprize.org.
10The objective of the 2004 DARPA Grand Challenge was to “accelerate the development of autonomous

vehicle technologies that can be applied to military requirements” but none of the competitors managed
to fulfill the requirements of the tournament. Eventually, the requirements were matched in the 2005
DARPA Grand Challenge, suggesting that more time was needed to be succesful. See the official website
on http://archive.darpa.mil/grandchallenge04/.

11Konrad (2009) provides an excellent overview of the literature on contests. See also Siegel (2009) for
general results on all-pay auctions.
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is awarded at the end of the tournament uniquely implements an individual stopping
rule among the sellers. Further, Taylor shows that it is optimal to limit the number of
sellers in the tournament and that the buyer can extract the entire ex ante surplus using
appropriate entry fees. As Taylor himself notes, however, his contest generally fails to
implement the first-best, which entails a global stopping rule instead of an individual
stopping rule (Gal, Landsberger, and Levykson, 1981). Moreover, Morgan (1983) shows
that holding the number of sellers conducting research fixed across time is generally not
optimal either, as the optimal number should vary over time depending on the currently
highest quality among the sellers and the number of periods left.12 Fullerton, Linster,
McKee, and Slate (2002) compare Taylor’s fixed-prize tournament to an auction in the
same setting. That is, the only change to Taylor’s framework is that at the end of the
tournament an auction is used to allocate the prize among the sellers. The authors argue
that this lowers the buyer’s informational requirements and they provide experimental
evidence that this is more cost-effective when the buyer cannot charge entry fees. It is
noteworthy that the buyer continues to employ an individual stopping rule when using
an auction and therefore still fails to implement the first-best. Rieck (2010) considers
a variation of Taylor’s framework which enables him to study the optimal information
revelation. He shows that when the sellers’ research outcomes are publicly revealed there
are essentially two thresholds instead of one. If the highest quality among the sellers is
above the upper threshold all sellers stop research, if the highest quality is between the
two thresholds only the leading seller stops research and if all qualities are below the lower
threshold all sellers continue to do research. Depending on the parameters the buyer may
be better off with or without information revelation.

Recently a number of papers have used bandit models to study the problem of incentive
provision for dynamic research activity. Halac, Kartik, and Liu (forthcoming) consider
the optimal design of contests for innovation when it is unclear ex ante whether or not
the innovation in question can actually be successfully realized. Thus, in contrast to our
setting the reason for research activity is not to get as good an innovation as possible, but
rather to determine an innovation’s feasibility. The buyer who designs the contest can
choose the prize-sharing scheme and a disclosure policy which determines what informa-
tion is revealed to the sellers about their respective outcomes. Similarly to our setting,
the first-best features a global stopping rule. However, Halac et al. (forthcoming) find
that a contest which does not entail a global stopping rule can be optimal in the presence
of private effort provision by the sellers. More generally, they show that in a broad class of
contests it is optimal to stop the contest only once a certain number of sellers had a suc-
cess and to share the prize between them. Bimpikis, Ehsani, and Mostagir (2014) study a
closely related question to Halac et al. (forthcoming) but allow for partial progress, i.e., in

12See Morgan and Manning (1985) for general results on the first-best search rule in this environment.
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order for an innovation to be feasible a milestone or breakthrough is necessary before the
potential success is realized, and the buyer may set a prize for the breakthrough and the
eventual success each. While they do not consider the question of optimal design, they
show that the buyer may benefit from not revealing a partial success. Along similar lines
Green and Taylor (2015) consider the role of breakthroughs in a single-agent contracting
environment. In contrast to our framework the research outcome can be contracted upon
and the problem the buyer faces is how to optimally induce effort over time using a first
deadline for the breakthrough, a second deadline for the final outcome and a monetary
transfer. In their paper the monetary transfer is decreasing over time, which induces the
agent to aim for an early success. Thus, the slope of the prize schedule is used to affect the
seller’s incentives in contrast to our paper, where the increase in prizes over time serves
to align the buyer’s incentives.

The seminal paper in the literature on optimal design of research tournaments in the
static context is Che and Gale (2003). The authors consider a model where the innovation
technology is deterministic. Once the innovations are developed, the sellers bid for a price
at which the buyer can obtain their innovation. The buyer then chooses the bid which
offers her the highest surplus, that is, the highest difference between the value of the
information and the bid. The contest design consists of the choice of the set from which
the sellers can choose their bids. This set of mechanisms turns out to be very flexible
and includes the fixed-price tournament (when the set of allowable bids is a singleton)
and the auction (when the set is R+). The authors show that with symmetric sellers
the optimal contest is an auction and the optimal number of sellers is two. When sellers
are asymmetric, the optimal contest is still an auction with two sellers, but the optimal
auction handicaps the more efficient sellers.13 The major difference between Che and Gale
(2003) and our paper is that we focus on the dynamic aspects of tournament design. Thus,
the question of wasteful duplication of effort, which is the central issue we address with the
dynamic prize tournament, does not show up in Che and Gale (2003). Another difference is
the choice of innovation technology — when innovation is deterministic, as in Che and Gale
(2003), there is no sampling benefit from having more than two sellers.14 Additionally,
an auction gives market power to the sellers, and when the innovation technology is
sufficiently random, an auction might perform badly as the seller profits from the good
realizations.15 Several other directions have been explored in the static setting. Letina and
Schmutzler (2015) consider the optimal contest design when the sellers can choose their
approach to innovation and the buyer attempts to give them incentives to diversify their
approaches because of the resulting option value. They find that the optimal tournament

13Discrimination in contests is also studied in Pérez-Castrillo and Wettstein (forthcoming).
14See for example Terwiesch and Xu (2008) and Letina and Schmutzler (2015).
15This is the case in Schöttner (2008) who shows that when innovation technology is sufficiently random,

a fixed-prize tournament can outperform an auction.
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is a bonus tournament where a winner gets a fixed prize, plus a bonus if he outperforms
the second best seller with a high enough margin. Moldovanu and Sela (2001) consider
how a total prize sum should be split by a buyer who is maximizing the expected effort.
They find that if the cost functions are concave or linear in effort, then the it is optimal
to allocate the entire prize sum to the winner. If, on the other hand, cost functions are
convex, it may be optimal to offer multiple prizes.

Lang et al. (2014) consider a two-player, fixed-price contest where sellers exert effort
over time and breakthroughs arrive according to a Poisson process. The seller with the
most breakthroughs wins. The authors consider the effect of changing the time T when
the contest ends. They find that the buyer can be better off with a shorter deadline,
which is exactly our finding in Proposition 6 for a fixed-prize tournament. However, we
also show that this result does not hold for arbitrary contests — in our setting, a buyer is
always better off with a longer deadline in a tournament implementing a global stopping
rule.

More broadly related are papers examining if buyers should be split into several sub-
contests or eliminated over time. Moldovanu and Sela (2006) find that if the buyer is
maximizing the expected value of the highest effort it is beneficial to split the sellers into
preliminary subcontests and to have the finalists compete against each other. In a differ-
ent setting,16 Fu and Lu (2012) find that maximizing expected effort involves eliminating
one seller in each round. An additional question that has been examined in the literature
on dynamic contests is the question of how the information about the relative performance
during the contest should be used. Gershkov and Perry (2009) study tournament with
two agents and two stages and ask if a review should be conducted after stage one. They
show that, assuming reviews are aggregated optimally, it is always beneficial to conduct a
midterm review. In a related setting, Klein and Schmutzler (forthcoming) consider how a
prize sum should be allocated for the first and second period performance, and how infor-
mation about it should be used. They show that for large parameter regions, entire prize
sum should be paid to the winner but both first-period and second-period performance
should be weighted when determining the winner.

There is relatively little empirical work on dynamic research tournaments. Using
data on software contests Boudreau, Lacetera, and Lakhani (2011) find that increasing
the number of participants reduces average effort but increases the chance of getting a
very high quality innovation. Also using data on software contests Boudreau, Lakhani,
and Menietti (2016) find that the results derived in Moldovanu and Sela (2001) generally
perform quite well. In particular, they find that the response of participants to an increase
in the number of competitors yields heterogeneous responses. Namely, low ability agents
respond weakly, medium ability agents decrease their efforts while high ability agents

16They use nested contest as in Clark and Riis (1996).
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increase their efforts. We refer to the very recent survey Dechenaux, Kovenock, and
Sheremeta (2015) for experimental work on tournaments.

3 The Model

There is a risk-neutral buyer who wants to procure an innovation and N ≥ 2 ex ante
identical risk-neutral sellers who can potentially produce the innovation by conducting
research. If the buyer obtains the innovation in any period t ∈ {1, . . . , T} with T < ∞,
her payoff is θ − p, where θ is the quality of the innovation and p is the sum of any
transfers. A seller’s payoff is m − c, where m is the sum of any transfers received and c
is the total cost incurred through research activities. The innovations are of no intrinsic
value to the sellers.

A seller can conduct research in any period t at per-period cost C > 0. In each
period in which the seller performs research he obtains an innovation of value θ ∈ Θ. The
innovation value obtained is an independent draw from some distribution F with full and
finite support where Θ = {θ1, θ2, . . . , θK}. Suppose without loss that θk+1 > θk and we
normalize θ1 = 0. Sellers can repeatedly conduct research and have perfect-recall, that is,
they can access all their own previous innovations at any point in time. Initially, every
seller is endowed with a worthless innovation and in each period a seller does not perform
research he receives a worthless innovation.

We say a research tournament features breakthrough innovation structure if there exists
some innovation θb ∈ Θ such that all innovations below θb are worth very little to the
buyer, while all innovations at or above θb are worth approximately the same. Thus, there
are essentially two levels of innovation — breakthroughs and low-value innovations. In
Section 5 we will relax the assumptions on Θ. Formally, we will say that the innovation
process has a breakthrough innovation structure if the following assumption is satisfied.

Assumption 1 (breakthrough innovation structure) There exists θb ∈ Θ such that
(i) θK − θb < C and (ii) θb ≥ θ̄, for some threshold value θ̄.17

This assumption captures the intuition that (i) all innovations in which a breakthrough
was realized are of roughly the same value to the buyer, and (ii) reflects that all break-
throughs are of sufficiently high value. A very simple example of breakthrough innovation

17More precisely,

θb ≥ θ̄ =
1

1− (1− FN(T−1)(θb−1))(1− FN (θb−1))
×

(
C − (M(N)−M(N − 1))

(1− F (θb−1))FN−1(θb−1)

− FN(T−1)(θb−1)θb−1 + (1− FN(T−1)(θb−1))M(N)−NC
T−1∑
j=1

FNj(θb−1)j

)
.
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structure would be Θ = {0, ε, B,B + ε} for sufficiently large B and small ε. Then B and
B + ε are breakthrough innovations.

The sellers’ research activity (whether or not they conduct research in any given pe-
riod) and research outcomes (the value of an innovation obtained in any given period)
are private information. If a seller submits an innovation to the buyer, the buyer can
determine the value of the innovation at no cost. However, the value of an innovation is
not verifiable by a court. Thus, contracts conditioning on the value of innovation are not
credible.18 To overcome the hold-up problem, the buyer commits to holding a tournament
and to paying a prize p to the winner of the tournament. We assume that the buyer can
commit to paying a prize pt if the tournament ends in period t. This requires that the
courts can verify (i) when the tournament was declared over, and (ii) if the correct prize
was paid.

In period 0 the buyer announces the tournament 〈E,p, n〉 which consists of an entry
fee E, a prize schedule p = [p1, p2, . . . , pT ] and the maximal number of participants n.
Sellers observe 〈E,p, n〉 and decide whether to pay the (possibly negative) entry fee E.19

If less than two sellers decide to participate, the tournament is canceled. If more than
n sellers wish to participate, n are selected randomly. In each period t ∈ {1, . . . , T} the
participants of the tournament can simultaneously conduct research and subsequently
decide whether or not to submit an innovation to the buyer. At the end of the period the
buyer can declare any of the submissions the winner in which case the tournament ends
and the seller who submitted the winning innovation receives the prize pt.20 If no winner
is declared in period t or there have been no submissions, the tournament proceeds to
period t+1 unless it was already the last period of the tournament. In this case, all sellers
submit an innovation and the buyer must declare a winner.

This model of dynamic research tournaments is essentially the same as the one pro-
posed in Taylor (1995). We make only two changes. First, we assume that the buyer can
commit to a schedule of period-specific prizes p. This assumption only requires that the
contracts can be time-dependent, which we view as uncontroversial. Second, to derive our
main results we impose some structure on the set of innovations Θ. Namely, we assume
that innovations have a breakthrough structure as discussed above and that the set Θ is

18Non-observability and non-verifiability is a typical feature of research activity. As Taylor (1995) notes
“research inputs are notoriously difficult to monitor” and “courts seldom possess the ability or expertise
necessary to evaluate technical research projects”.

19The assumption that the buyer can charge an entry fee is taken from Taylor (1995). It is essentially
an assumption that the sellers are not liquidity constrained. Alternatively, the results would remain
unchanged if we assumed that the buyer cannot charge an entry fee, but instead maximizes social welfare.
Many innovation tournaments are motivated exactly by social welfare and not by the private profit of
the tournament organizer.

20In principle, the buyer could commit to not end the tournament early. We assume that this is not
possible in order to reduce the dimension of the buyer’s strategy space. The assumption is without loss,
as setting very high pt essentially commits the buyer to not end the tournament in period t.
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a discrete set.21

The tournament 〈E,p, n〉 induces a T -period dynamic game of incomplete information
with the set of players being the buyer and the sellers who participate in tournament.
The set of players, their payoff functions, the research technology and the tournament
structure are common knowledge. The seller’s research activity and outcomes are private
information. The timing of the game is as follows.

Period 0:

- All N invited sellers decide whether to enter or not. If they enter they pay the entry
fee E.

Period t < T :

- Stage 1: Each seller simultaneously decides whether to perform research at cost C.
Sellers do not observe the actions taken by their competitors.

- Stage 2: Each seller i who conducted research receives quality which is a random
draw from F . All other sellers receive quality 0.

- Stage 3: Having privately observed the value of their innovation, sellers simultane-
ously decide whether to privately submit their best innovation.

- Stage 4: The buyer observes the set of submissions. If it is empty the tournament
continues. If not, the buyer decides whether to declare a winner or not. If a winner
is declared the tournament stops, the buyer obtains the winning innovation and the
seller who submitted the winning innovation receives the prize pt.

Period T :

- Stages 1-3: As above.

- Stage 4: The tournament stops and the buyer has to declare a winner whose sub-
missions the buyer then obtains in exchange for the prize pT . If no seller submitted,
the prize is randomly allocated.

4 Optimal Tournament

In this section we characterize the optimal research tournament. We first show that given
our assumptions on the breakthrough innovation structure, the first-best is equivalent to a

21The discreteness assumption is made to avoid the technicalities of defining beliefs in a dynamic game
with continuous spaces. As already noted we will relax the breakthrough structure in Section 5.
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global stopping rule with all N firms conducting research — that is, all firms do research in
every period until at least one firm achieves a breakthrough. As soon as a breakthrough
is achieved, all firms stop doing research. Next, we show that using an appropriately
designed dynamic prize schedule, where the prize that the buyer awards is increasing in
t, any global stopping rule can be implemented. Finally, combining these two results,
we show that in the optimal tournament the buyer implements the first-best outcome.
The optimal tournament features a dynamic prize structure which gives the buyer the
incentives to stop the tournament as soon as at least one seller has had a breakthrough,
and to the sellers the incentives to do research in every period and to truthfully report as
soon as they have a breakthrough.

Proposition 1 Consider a breakthrough innovation structure such that Assumption 1
holds. Then, in the first-best, all N firms conduct research in every period until a break-
through is achieved after which research is stopped completely.

In general, the first-best is characterized by a function n(θ, t), which specifies the
number of sellers which optimally do research as a function of time and the current highest
quality θ. Gal et al. (1981) and Morgan (1983) have shown that in the first-best there
exists a global stopping quality θg such that n(θ, t) = 0 for θ ≥ θg and that the first-best
number n(θ, t) is decreasing in θ and increasing in t. In particular, the optimal number
of sellers doing research will generally change non-monotonically over time.22 However,
given our assumption about the breakthrough innovation structure, the first-best plan
takes a very simple form. Since the breakthrough is very valuable, it is optimal to have
all firms perform research as long as no breakthrough has been achieved. However, as all
innovations with a successful breakthrough have roughly the same value, continuing the
research effort is not worth its cost once a breakthrough was achieved and it is optimal
to stop all research activities.

Taylor (1995) shows that any tournament with a fixed prize paid out at the end of
the tournament uniquely implements an individual stopping rule, where each firm does
research until it has reached its individual threshold level, irrespective of the qualities
discovered by other sellers. Such an individual stopping rule consequently entails a fairly
large risk of wasteful duplication across sellers. Intuitively, a global stopping rule seems
better than any individual stopping rule, as it reduces the amount of wasteful research
by stopping research once any seller has discovered an innovation of high enough quality.
However, it is not clear if a global stopping rule can be implemented with a tournament.

22Given the finite time-horizon there is the basic trade-off between increasing the chance of getting
a high quality innovation by having many sellers do research in a given period and risking wasteful
duplication. As the deadline approaches the buyer becomes more willing to risk duplication for a given
quality level as there are less research opportunities in the future. Having a relatively high quality
innovation early on reduces the pressure to get a better innovation in the future and the buyer is therefore
less willing to risk duplication by having many sellers do research simultaneously.
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Our next proposition shows that if it is possible to commit to a dynamic prize schedule,
then any global stopping rule can be implemented.

Proposition 2 Any global stopping rule θg ∈ Θ with N sellers can be implemented using
a tournament 〈E,p, N〉 with a prize schedule p= [p1, p2, ..., pT ] such that

pt = p1 + (t− 1)∆(θg, N),

where

∆(θg, n) = F (θg)n θg +
K∑

j=g+1

(
F (θj)n − F (θj−1)n

)
θj − θg,

for t ∈ {2, . . . , T} and p1 ≥ p̄, where p̄ is some cutoff value and E is sufficiently low to
induce entry of all N sellers.

The proposition shows that for any θg ∈ Θ, there exists a tournament 〈E,p, N〉 with
a prize schedule p, and an entry fee E, such that in equilibrium all N sellers enter.
Furthermore, each seller performs research until it reaches quality θg. Once this occurs,
the seller reports the discovered innovation to the buyer, who immediately stops the
tournament, declares a winner and pays out the prize corresponding to the period.23 In
a fixed prize tournament as in Taylor (1995), the buyer cannot credibly commit to stop
the tournament after the threshold quality has been achieved because she does not bear
the marginal cost of continued research, while she stands to benefit from any marginal
increase in quality. The dynamic prize schedule in Proposition 2 increases by ∆(θg, N)

in every period, which is exactly the marginal benefit of one additional round of research
when the current highest quality is θg and N sellers will be conducting research in the
next period. Thus, the marginal cost of an additional round equals its marginal benefit,
which makes this commitment credible, as the buyer is indifferent between continuing
and stopping the tournament when the current highest quality is θg. Since the marginal
benefit of research is decreasing in θ, the buyer strictly prefers to continue the tournament
whenever the highest quality is below θg and strictly prefers to stop it whenever it is above.
Thus, it is the slope of the prize schedule that provides incentives to the buyer necessary
to implement a global stopping rule.

On the other hand, the intercept of the prize schedule gives the incentives to the sellers
to perform research in every period and to report their outcomes truthfully. Intuitively,
as in the fixed prize tournament, each seller pursues an individual stopping rule which is
determined by the expected prize. Increasing the expected prize increases the individual

23In case of multiple breakthroughs of equal quality being reported simultaneously, the buyer randomly
declares a winner among these innovations.
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stopping threshold. If the individual stopping threshold is above the global stopping
threshold, the sellers will conduct research as long as the tournament is ongoing. Similarly,
it is the size of the prizes that induces the sellers to truthfully report their research
outcomes. By not reporting an innovation above the threshold, a seller could win a
higher prize in the future. However, not reporting exposes the seller to the risk that
another seller will win in the current period and end the tournament. As long as the
increase of the prize in the next period is sufficiently small relative to the current-period
prize, the seller will report truthfully. Thus, incentives of the firms can be satisfied by
making the average prize large enough by shifting up the prize schedule sufficiently. Since
such a shift in the prize schedule does not affect its slope, which is the sole determinant
of the buyer’s incentives across periods, both buyer and seller incentives can be satisfied
simultaneously, such that a global stopping rule results in equilibrium. Finally, the entry
fee E can be chosen such that N sellers indeed want to participate in such a tournament
by making it an entry subsidy if necessary.

Note that the Proposition 2 does not rely on the breakthrough innovation structure.
That is, it holds for any vector of feasible innovation qualities Θ. In fact, the only
strengthening of the assumptions from Taylor (1995) required to implement a global
stopping rule instead of an individual stopping rule is that the buyer can commit to a
dynamic prize schedule instead of only a fixed prize at the end of the tournament. We
view this assumption as uncontroversial as time-dependent contracts are abundant.

Proposition 2 establishes that N participants would wish to take part in such a tour-
nament and behave such that a global stopping rule is implemented. However, we still
need to show if the buyer would wish to announce this tournament in the first place. The
next proposition answers this question in the case of a breakthrough innovation structure.

Proposition 3 Suppose that Assumption 1 is satisfied. Then the optimal tournament is
a dynamic prize tournament and it implements the first-best.

The proof of this result is straightforward. We know from Proposition 1 that under
Assumption 1 the first-best is a global stopping rule in which all N sellers conduct research
in every period until a breakthrough was had and then stop. Thus, the first-best is
characterized by a constant number of sellers doing research until a global threshold is
reached. However, this is precisely what Proposition 2 tells us we can achieve using an
appropriate dynamic prize tournament. Moreover, with the tournament implementing
the first-best they buyer would obviously want to announce it.

Taylor (1995) notes that the first-best could be achieved if the buyer, instead of hold-
ing one multi-period tournament, held a series of one-shot tournaments. In this case the
buyer could choose the optimal number of sellers in each period given the current highest
quality and compensate them for the one-period effort. However, if inspecting the sell-
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ers’ submissions is costly, running a sequence of one-period tournaments and inspecting
submissions after every period may be very costly. This points to another advantage of
the dynamic prize tournament. Namely, the buyer only has to inspect submissions once
and only from the sellers who have developed an innovation of high enough quality. As
mentioned in the introduction, we commonly distinguish between innovation races and re-
search tournaments. Interestingly, our dynamic prize tournament acts like an innovation
race as long as the tournament runs, as the first seller who makes a breakthrough wins and
eventually turns into a classic research tournament with the best innovation available in
the last period winning. Moreover, this innovation race is implemented without requiring
verifiability, a sharp contrast to regular innovation races.

5 Robustness

In this section we show that we can implement global stopping rules more generally using
dynamic prize tournaments and we compare their performance to fixed prize tournaments.
Throughout this section we do not impose any structure on Θ = {θ1, θ2, . . . , θK} except
θk+1 > θk and the normalization θ1 = 0.

We stated in Proposition 1 that it is optimal to stop research once a breakthrough has
been achieved. The next result characterizes the threshold at which research should stop
in the absence of the breakthrough structure, i.e., it gives the optimal stopping rule for
N sellers.

Proposition 4 The optimal global stopping rule with N sellers is given by the smallest
θk ∈ Θ such that

FN
(
θk
)
θk +

K∑
j=k+1

(
FN(θj)− FN(θj−1)

)
θj − θk ≤ NC. (1)

When the number of sellers is not fixed the global stopping level is determined by the
point at which the marginal gain of doing another round of research with exactly one
seller equals its marginal cost. Essentially, there is a quality level at which another round
of research with even only a single seller is not worth the cost, irrespective of how many
opportunities to do research are yet to arrive. If the buyer could reduce the number of
sellers further, another round of research might be optimal. However, as she has hit the
lower bound, there is no room to reduce the number further and the research optimally
stops. Inspecting equation (1) we see that this intuition is also present in the case where
the number of sellers is fixed across time. In contrast to the case with a flexible number
of sellers, the buyer compares the marginal gain of doing another round of research to its
marginal cost with N sellers instead of only one. But given that the number of sellers is
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fixed, there is no possibility to continue doing research with less sellers and, hence, she
has hit the lower bound and research optimally stops.

In practice we observe that the number of participants in a tournament may change
over time. Typically, participants are being eliminated as the end of the tournament draws
closer.24 Moreover, we noted earlier that the first-best may include both elimination and
addition of participants over time. We showed in Proposition 2 that we can implement any
global stopping rule with a fixed number of participants using a dynamic prize schedule.
However, this result can be generalized considerably. The following result shows that
a dynamic prize schedule allows us to implement any global stopping rule with any,
arbitrarily changing number of participants. Formally, a tournament is then described by
〈E,p,N〉, where N = [N1, . . . , NT ] is the fixed number of participants in each in period.
Note that the numbers Nt are fixed ex ante and do not depend on the actual research
outcomes of the sellers. However, the identity of the sellers who continue can depend on
their research outcomes. Given this environment, we obtain the following result.

Proposition 5 Any global stopping rule θg ∈ Θ with a sequence of N = [N1, . . . , NT ]

sellers participating in each period can be implemented using a tournament 〈E,p,N〉 with
some increasing prize schedule p = [p1, . . . , pT ] and some sequence of entry fees E =

[E1, . . . , ET ].

The intuition for the result is analogous to the result in Proposition 2. Namely, the
slope of the prize schedule takes care of the buyer’s incentives while the size of the prizes
incentivizes the sellers to conduct research, truthfully reveal their innovations and to stay
in the tournament for as long as possible. The difference is that the slope of the prize
schedule is no longer constant but changing over time. Recall that the prizes increase from
period to period to equate the marginal benefit of an additional round of research to the
buyer with its marginal cost when the threshold is reached. Since the marginal benefit
changes when the number of sellers is changed, the prize schedule has to increase less
strongly following a round of elimination and more strongly following an addition of new
sellers. Moreover, it is easier to incentivize the sellers to conduct research and report their
innovations when there is a round of elimination ahead, because the threat of elimination
makes truthful reporting more attractive and increases the rewards of research, as this
increases the chances of not being eliminated and therefore retaining a chance at getting
the prize. Similalarly, the prospect of increasing the number of sellers in the next period
increases the incentives to report truthfully and conduct research, as more competition in
the future makes trying to win in the current period more attractive.

24For example, the 2015 NRG COSIA Carbon XPRIZE consists of three rounds. Only up to 15
participants will proceed to the second round and only up to 5 five will proceed to the third round. See
http://carbon.xprize.org/about/overview.
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We noted earlier that the finite time-horizon of the tournament induces a fundamental
trade-off between increasing the chance of getting a high quality innovation and risking
wasteful duplication when increasing the number of sellers. What if the buyer instead
had the possibility to relax the time constraint, i.e., what if the buyer could choose a later
deadline T ′ > T? Intuitively, a longer time-horizon should be beneficial to the buyer,
as it should allow the buyer to lessen the risk of duplication while keeping the chance of
getting a high innovation. It turns out that this is not necessarily the case as our final
result in this section shows.

Proposition 6 A buyer who implements a global stopping rule is strictly better off by
increasing the duration of the tournament. A buyer who implements an individual stopping
rule may be worse off by increasing the duration of the tournament.

There are two opposing effects at play when the length of the tournament is increased.
First, the buyer benefits because it increases the expected quality of the innovation she
will eventually obtain. Second, it increases the risk of wasteful research in the form of
duplication. The beneficial effect is clearly present in both kinds of tournaments. However,
in contrast to the fixed prize tournament, there is no change in the amount of duplication
when a global stopping rule is implemented, as it ensures that research stops conditional
on reaching the threshold. This effect is not present with an individual stopping rule.
Thus, depending on which effect dominates, increasing the duration of the tournament
may be harmful for the buyer under an individual stopping rule, whereas the buyer is
unambiguously better off under a global stopping rule.

Moreover, suppose that Assumption 1 was satisfied and that the buyer could choose
T ∈ N, the ending of the tournament. By Proposition 3 we know that the optimal
tournament is a dynamic prize tournament with a global stopping rule. From Proposition
6, we know that the buyer would optimally set the highest feasible T .

6 Conclusion

The goal of the present paper is to increase our understanding of the optimal design of
research tournaments, which have recently seen a rapid expansion in practice. Research
tournaments are inherently dynamic by the nature of research itself and by virtue of the
tournament taking place over a longer period of time. It turns out that taking into account
the dynamic nature of research improves tournament design. Indeed we show that using
a prize schedule with increasing prizes over time instead of a fixed prize yields a strict
improvement for the buyer in the face of a breakthrough structure. In particular, it gives
rise to the optimal tournament and allows the buyer to implement the first-best. More
generally, we show that a dynamic prize tournament with an increasing prize schedule
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allows us to implement any global stopping rule. The great appeal of this finding lies
in the fact that the first-best features a global stopping rule. Moreover, the channels
through which this is achieved are strikingly simple: the slope of the prize schedule and
its intercept align the buyer’s and the sellers’ incentives, respectively. Hence, an intuitive
and seemingly simple departure from a fixed prize tournament delivers the ability to
implement a central feature of the first-best solution.

Our results have important implications for the design of research tournaments. As
mentioned before, we can usually distinguish between innovation races and research tour-
naments. Recall that in an innovation race the winner is the first seller to achieve a
pre-determined quality, whereas in a research tournament the winner is the seller with
the best quality at some pre-determined date. Naturally, both innovation races and re-
search tournaments have their advantages and disadvantages. An innovation race avoids
wasteful duplication as research stops once the goal has been reached. Moreover, it does
not end until the goal is reached. However, it requires a verifiable outcome, so often an
imperfect proxy of innovation has to be employed. On the other hand, a research tour-
nament does not have to rely on proxies but there is a risk of wasteful duplication and
premature ending. Quite remarkably, a dynamic prize tournament with a global stopping
rule allows us to implement a hybrid of the two. Namely, throughout the duration of the
tournament an innovation race is taking place, as the tournament ends as soon as an in-
novation above the stopping threshold is realized. However, there is an end date at which
the race ends and turns into a classic research tournament in which the best innovation
wins without requiring verifiability. Hence, a dynamic prize tournament allows us to get
the best out of the innovation race (long horizon with no wasteful duplication) and the
research tournament (no proxy required).

We derive our results under assumptions that are barely stronger than those in the
seminal work by Taylor (1995). Yet, even within this rich framework there are further
avenues to pursue. Comparative static results along the lines of Proposition 6 which
considered extending the length of the tournament would allow us to increase our un-
derstanding of the optimal mechanism in the absence of the breakthrough innovation
structure. Further, one can study the scope for beneficial information revelation between
the sellers, both from the sellers’ and the buyer’s perspective. Moreover, although quite
ambitious, deriving the optimal tournament in the absence of the breakthrough structure
would be valuable and an interesting direction for future work.
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7 Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1. The proposition is established in two steps. First, we provide
conditions for the first-best solution to be such that all N firms conduct research in every
period until a breakthrough is achieved after which search is stopped completely. Second,
we show that if Assumption 1 holds, then the conditions identified in the first step hold
as well.

Let n(θ, t) be a function which specifies the number of sellers which in the first-best
do research given period t and the current highest quality is θ. Gal et al. (1981) and
Morgan (1983) have shown that n(θ, t) is decreasing in θ and increasing in t. Denote with
nθ(θ

k, t) = n(θk+1, t) − n(θk, t) and nt(θ
k, t) = n(θk, t + 1) − n(θk, t) the change in the

optimal number of sellers due to an increase in θ or t respectively.
Step 1: We begin by showing that n(θb−1, 1) = N is a sufficient condition for n(θ, t) = N

for all θ < θb and all t ≥ 1. Recall that nt(θ, t) ≥ 0. Thus, we have n(θb−1, t) = N

for all t ≥ 1. Further, recall that nθ(θ, t) ≤ 0. Consequently, n(θb−1, 1) = N implies
n(θs, 1) = N for all s ∈ {1, . . . , b− 1}. Analogously, n(θb−1, T ) = N implies n(θs, T ) = N

for all s ∈ {1, . . . , b− 1}. Taking this together we have n(θ, t) = N for all θ < θb and all
t ≥ 1.

We next show that n(θb, T ) = 0 is a sufficient condition for n(θ, t) = 0 for all θ ≥ θb

and all t ≥ 1. It follows from nt(θ, t) ≥ 0 that n(θb, t) = 0 for all t ≥ 1. Further, because
nθ(θ, t) ≤ 0 we must have n(θ, t) = 0 for all θ ≥ θb and all t ≥ 1.
Step 2: Next, we show that Assumption 1 implies that the conditions identified in Step
1 hold. Note that n(θb, T ) = 0 is equivalent to

F (θb)θb +
K∑

j=b+1

(
F (θj)− F (θj−1)

)
θj − θb < C.

The left-hand side of the inequality is the expected benefit of conducting research with
one seller in the last period given that the an innovation of quality θb is already available.
The right-hand side is the cost of doing research with a single seller. We can rearrange
the inequality to obtain

(
F (θb)− 1

)
θb +

(
1− F (θb)

)
θb +

K∑
j=b+1

(
F (θj)− F (θj−1)

) (
θj − θb

)
< C

K∑
j=b+1

(
F (θj)− F (θj−1)

) (
θj − θb

)
< C
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This inequality is satisfied for any F if

(
θK − θb

)
≤ C

which holds by Assumption 1(i).
We will now show that if Assumption 1(ii) holds, then n(θb−1, 1) ≥ N . Note that

to demonstrate that n(θb−1, 1) ≥ N it is enough to show that having N sellers conduct
research is better than N − 1. First, we cannot have more than N sellers, and second,
Morgan (1983, Proposition 2) shows that the expected benefit of conducting research
within a period is concave in the number of sellers. Thus, if it is better to have N than
N − 1 sellers, it is also better than having N − s for s ≥ 1 sellers. Let V (θ, t) denote the
value of having quality θ in period t given an optimal continuation in subsequent periods.
Then, we can write the expected payoff of having N sellers conduct research in period 1
given that we have quality θb−1 as

FN(θb−1)V (θb−1, 2) + θb(1− FN(θb−1)) +M(N)−NC

where M(N) =
∑K

j=b+1

(
FN(θj)− FN(θj−1)

) (
θj − θb

)
. The expected payoff of having

N − 1 sellers conduct research is

FN−1(θb−1)V (θb−1, 2) + θb(1− FN−1(θb−1)) +M(N − 1)− (N − 1)C.

Thus, having N firms is better if the difference between the two inequalities is weakly
positive, which reads

(1− F (θb−1))FN−1(θb−1)
[
θb − V (θb−1, 2)

]
+ (M(N)−M(N − 1))− C ≥ 0.

Consider now the value θb such that the inequality holds with equality, i.e., such that
we are indifferent between N and N − 1 sellers. This implies that we would rather have
N than N − s sellers for s ≥ 2 by the within-period concavity in the number of sellers.
Moreover, since nt(θ, t) ≥ 0 the θb which induces indifference in period 1 is such that for
any period t ≥ 2 having N firms is weakly better than having N−1 firms, too. Therefore,
the optimal continuation is to always employ N firms. Hence,

V (θb−1, 2) =FN(T−1)(θb−1)θb−1 + (1− FN(T−1)(θb−1))
(
θb(1− FN(θb−1)) +M(N)

)
−NC

T−1∑
j=1

FNj(θb−1)j,

because either we continue to have a quality of θb−1 until the end, or at some point we
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have a breakthrough.
Therefore,

θb ≥ θ̄ =
1

1− (1− FN(T−1)(θb−1))(1− FN(θb−1))
×

(
C − (M(N)−M(N − 1))

(1− F (θb−1))FN−1(θb−1)

− FN(T−1)(θb−1)θb−1 + (1− FN(T−1)(θb−1))M(N)−NC
T−1∑
j=1

FNj(θb−1)j

)

is a sufficient condition on θb.

Proof of Proposition 2. The result follows as a special case (such that Nt = Nt+1 for
all t) of Propositon 5.

Proof of Proposition 3. The result follows because the first-best is a global stopping
rule with a fixed number of sellers (Proposition 1) and a dynamic fixed prize tournament
can implement any global stopping rule with a fixed number of sellers (Proposition 2).

Proof of Proposition 4. Fix the number of sellers to N . Then any round of research
yields a draw from the distribution FN = G. Hence, we can reformulate the problem to
one of either one seller with distribution G doing research to no research taking place at
all. Then, the proof in Gal et al. (1981, p. 605) with setting K = 1 goes through directly
proving the result.

Proof of Proposition 5. The tournament 〈E,p,N〉 induces a game of incomplete
information with the set of players being the buyer and the set of sellers N which is given
by all the sellers that are active in the tournament at some point. Abusing notation, let
|N | = N . In what follows we prove that there exists a sequential equilibrium in this game
in which the sellers will conduct research in every period until they reach an innovation of
quality at least θg, which they submit to the buyer, who will then stop the tournament.
Thus, the equilibrium induces a global stopping rule. We begin by formally describing
the game of incomplete information and characterize the equilibrium candidate. We then
prove that this equilibrium candidate is indeed a sequential equilibrium using the one-shot
deviation principle by Hendon, Jacobsen, and Sloth (1996).
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The Game

The tournament 〈E,p,N〉 induces the following extensive form game of incomplete infor-
mation: G = 〈I,H, α, F, (Ii)i∈I , (ui)i∈I〉. The set of players is I = {B, S1, . . . , SN}. The
setH is the set of histories, where the set of terminal histories is denoted Z and the actions
available after the non-terminal history h is denoted A(h) = {a : (h, a) ∈ H}. Note that
sellers who have been eliminated cannot report an innovation anymore and that sellers
who have not yet been added to the tournament cannot do research. The function α

assigns to each non-terminal history a member of I, i.e., α is the player function. The set
of initial histories is the finite set of the states of the world ΘNT . The true initial history
is θ ∈ Θ, where each element θit ∈ Θ (where i ∈ 1, . . . , N and t ∈ 1, . . . , T ) is drawn i.i.d.
from the probability distribution F . A seller i who conducts research in period t receives
quality equal to θit. For each player i ∈ I a partition Ii of {h ∈ H : α(h) = i} with the
property that A(h) = A(h′), whenever h and h′ are in the same member of the partition.
The function ui : Z → R maps for each player i the payoff at each of the terminal nodes.
For the sellers the payoffs are determined by the research costs they have incurred, the
entry fee they pay (or receive) if they enter the contest, and the prize they receive. The
buyer’s payoff is determined by the quality of the innovation she gets, the entry fees of
the participants, and the prize she pays to the winning seller. In what follows we will use
the terms doing research and investing (in research) interchangeably.

Timing

Period 0:

- All N invited sellers decide whether to enter or not. If they enter they pay the entry
fee Et according to what period they are supposed to start.

Period t < T :

- Stage 1: Each seller simultaneously decides whether to perform research at cost C.
Sellers do not observe the actions taken by their competitors.

- Stage 2: Each seller i who conducted research receives quality equal to θit. All other
sellers receive quality 0.

- Stage 3: Having privately observed the value of their innovation, sellers simultane-
ously decide whether to privately submit their best innovation.

- Stage 4: The buyer observes the set of submissions. If there have been no submis-
sions, the buyer cannot end the tournament. If there have been submissions, the
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buyer decides whether to declare a winner or not. If a winner is declared the tourna-
ment stops, the buyer obtains the winning innovation and the seller who submitted
the winning innovation receives the prize pt. If the tournament continues and the
set of sellers has to be reduced to Nt+1, the buyer selects Nt+1 sellers depending on
their submission (if necessary randomly) to continue. If the tournament continues
and the set of sellers has to be increased to Nt+1, Nt+1 − Nt sellers who paid Et+1

entry fee join in the next period.

Period T :

- Stages 1-3: As above.

- Stage 4: The tournament stops and the buyer has to declare a winner whose sub-
missions the buyer then obtains in exchange for the prize pT . If no seller submitted,
the prize is randomly allocated.

Equilibrium Candidate

Denote with θi|h the highest quality available to player i at history h. For sellers, this
is the highest quality they have so far discovered. For buyers, this is the highest quality
currently submitted. The equilibrium candidate (σ, µ) is defined as follows:

Sellers If A(h) = {Invest, Not Invest} = {I,NI} then

σi(h) =

I if θi|h < θ̂(h)

NI else
, (2)

where θ̂ : H → Θ. If A(h) = {Submit, Not Submit} = {S,NS} then

σi(h) =

S if θi|h ≥ θg

NS else
. (3)

As we already noted, a seller who has not been added to the tournament cannot
invest and a seller who has been eliminated cannot submit any innovation.

Equilibrium beliefs of seller i are as follows. Denote a history in the period t′ as ht′ .
Let the last period when the buyer i has not observed a deviation by the seller be
te|h′t. This means that in period te, seller i did not submit and that in all periods
te+1, . . . , t′−1 the seller i submitted a quality over θg but the buyer did not end the
tournament. The beliefs that the element of state of the world θ̃ in some period t
and for a player j, where the true state of the world is θjt are given by the following
cases.
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• Own elements of the state of the world (i = j):

µijt(θ
k|ht′) =


1 if t ≤ t′, ait|ht′ = I and θk = θjt

0 if t ≤ t′, ait|ht′ = I and θk 6= θjt

F (θk)− F (θk−1) else

. (4)

• Others’ elements of the state of the world (i 6= j):

µijt(θ
k|ht′) =


F (θk)−F (θk−1)

F (θg−1)
if t ≤ te|ht′ and θk < θg

0 if t ≤ te|ht′ and θk ≥ θg

F (θk)− F (θk−1) else

. (5)

For own elements, the seller learns exact state if he invests, if he does not, or if
the chance to invest has not occurred yet, he holds initial beliefs. For the others’
elements, once a period starts after a no deviation from the buyer, the seller con-
cludes that everybody has invested up to that point and that nobody has a quality
higher than θg. This implies that each individual θjt is drawn from the truncated
distribution. If the seller observes that the buyer deviated, he learns nothing about
the realization of the state in that period, hence he should hold the initial beliefs.
For all the states which have not been revealed yet, the seller holds initial beliefs.

Buyer Consider any information set at which the buyer is moving, i.e., there has been
at least one submission. The buyer stops the game if and only if there has been a
submission of quality at least θg. The buyer’s beliefs need to be specified only when
there has been at least one submission, as the buyer doesn’t move if there hasn’t
been any. If there has been a submission, the beliefs are as follows. For any seller
who has not submitted an innovation, the buyer believes that research has been
conducted in every period, yet the draws were always below θg. For a firm which
submitted an innovation, the buyer believes that research has been conducted in
every period and that the submission is the currently highest quality.

There is no profitable one-shot deviation for the buyer

First, observe that the buyer cannot stop the tournament in any period if no firm submits
an innovation. Thus we only need to consider cases where at least one firm has submitted
an innovation. Further, whenever the buyer declares a winner, she will always choose
the highest submission. Moreover, in period T the tournament ends in any case and
consequently the buyer simply declares the highest quality innovation the winner.
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Period T− 1

Let the expected highest quality after one additional round of research by M firms, given
that the current highest quality is θk ∈ Θ, be given by a function R : Θ × N → [θ1, θK ].
That is

R
(
θk,M

)
= F (θk)Mθk +

K∑
j=k+1

(
F (θj)M − F (θj−1)M

)
θj.

Suppose the sellers play the candidate equilibrium strategy. Consider the incentives of the
buyer in the period T − 1, when the highest quality is θk < θg. Stopping the tournament
results in the payoff θk−pT−1 while continuing the tournament yields her R

(
θk, NT

)
−pT .

The buyer continues the tournament if and only if

R
(
θk, NT

)
− θk > pT − pT−1.

Next, we show that the LHS of the above inequality is strictly decreasing in θk.

R
(
θk+1, NT

)
− θk−1 −

(
R
(
θk, NT

)
− θk

)
= F (θk+1)NT θk+1 +

K∑
j=k+2

(
F (θj)NT − F (θj−1)N

)
θj − θk+1

− F (θk)NT θk −
K∑

j=k+1

(
F (θj)NT − F (θj−1)NT

)
θj + θk

= F (θk+1)NT θk+1 − θk+1 − F (θk)NT θk −
(
F (θk+1)NT − F (θk)NT

)
θk+1 + θk

= F (θk)NT (θk+1 − θk)− (θk+1 − θk)

= (θk+1 − θk)(F (θk)NT − 1)

< 0.

The LHS is strictly decreasing in θk and since R (θg, NT )−θg = pT−pT−1 by construction,
the buyer has no incentive to stop the tournament if θk < θg. If θk > θg and all firms do
research in the period T it still holds R

(
θk, NT

)
− θk < pT − pT−1, hence the buyer does

not want to continue the tournament and, therefore, the buyer stops the tournament in
the period T − 1 if and only if the highest quality is θk ≥ θg.

If a round of elimination is ahead and there have been more than Nt+1 submissions, the
buyer obviously chooses the best of them to continue. If not, the buyer chooses randomly.
If the buyer has to increase the number of sellers, she chooses Nt+1 −Nt sellers from the
set of previously inactive sellers who paid Et+1 entry fee, all which only have worthless
innovations to begin with.
Period t ≤ T− 2

Step 1. Denote with Vt(µ, π|θk) the value to the buyer of having the highest quality
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θk in period t given that she follows the equilibrium candidate. Then, it follows that
Vt(µ, π|θg) = θg−pt. In this step, we will show that also Vt(µ, π|θg) = F (θg)Nt+1Vt+1(µ, π|θg)+∑K

j=g+1(F (θj)Nt+1 − F (θj−1)Nt+1)Vt+1(µ, π|θj) for any t. It suffices to show that

θg − pt = F (θg)Nt+1Vt+1(µ, π|θg) +
K∑

j=g+1

(F (θj)Nt+1 − F (θj−1)Nt+1)Vt+1(µ, π|θj).

Obviously, for any θj ≥ θg it holds Vt+1(µ, π|θj) = θj − pt+1. Substituting

θg − pt = F (θg)Nt+1(θg − pt+1) +
K∑

j=g+1

(F (θj)Nt+1 − F (θj−1)Nt+1)(θj − pt+1)

pt+1 − pt = F (θg)Nt+1θg +
K∑

j=g+1

(F (θj)Nt+1 − F (θj−1)Nt+1)θj − θg

which holds by definition for any t.

Step 2. In this step we show that for any pair θk, θk+1 such that θk+1 ≤ θg it holds that

Vt(µ, π|θk+1)− Vt(µ, π|θk) = F (θk)Nt+1(Vt+1(µ, π|θk+1)− Vt+1(µ, π|θk)).

We have

Vt(µ, π|θk) = F (θk)Nt+1Vt+1(µ, π|θk) +
K∑

j=k+1

(F (θj)Nt+1 − F (θj−1)Nt+1)Vt+1(µ, π|θj)

By Step 1, an equivalent expression holds for Vt(µ, π|θk+1). Expanding Vt(µ, π|θk+1) −
Vt(µ, π|θk) we get:

Vt(µ, π|θk+1)− Vt(µ, π|θk)

= F (θk+1)Nt+1Vt+1(µ, π|θk+1) +
K∑

j=k+2

(F (θj)Nt+1 − F (θj−1)Nt+1)Vt+1(µ, π|θj)

− F (θk)Nt+1Vt+1(µ, π|θk)−
K∑

j=k+1

(F (θj)Nt+1 − F (θj−1)Nt+1)Vt+1(µ, π|θj)

= F (θk)Nt+1(Vt+1(µ, π|θk+1)− Vt+1(µ, π|θk))

Step 3. In this step we show that for any t ≤ T−2 and any θk < θg, the buyer does not stop
the tournament, i.e., there is no profitable one-shot deviation. Stopping the tournament
in period t yields the payoff of θk − pt. Thus, it suffices to show that Vt(µ, π|θk) > θk − pt
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for any θk < θg. Observe that Vt(µ, π|θg)− θg + pt = 0. We will show that Vt(µ, π|θk)− θk

is strictly decreasing in θk for any θk < θg. The result then follows. This is equivalent to

Vt(µ, π|θk+1)− θk+1 − (Vt(µ, π|θk)− θk) < 0,

where θk+1 ≤ θg. By Step 2 we can write

F (θk)Nt+1(Vt+1(µ, π|θk+1)− Vt+1(µ, π|θk))− (θk+1 − θk) < 0

Observe that VT (θk+1)− VT (θk) = θk+1 − θk. Iterating Step 2 we get

F (θk)Nt+1(Vt+1(θ
k+1)− Vt+1(θ

k)) < (θk+1 − θk)

and thus a one-shot deviation is not profitable.

Step 4. In this step we show that the buyer stops the tournament whenever θk > θg,
i.e. we show that there is no profitable one-shot deviation in this case either. Consider a
quality of θk ≥ θg in period t and suppose the buyer does not stop the tournament. She
will for sure stop the tournament in period t+ 1, however, as we consider only a one-shot
deviation. The buyer stops the tournament if

θk − pt > F (θk)Nt+1θk +
K∑

j=k+1

(
F (θj)Nt+1 − F (θj−1)Nt+1

)
θj − pt+1

or, equivalently, if

pt+1 − pt > F (θk)Nt+1θk +
K∑

j=k+1

(
F (θj)Nt+1 − F (θj−1)Nt+1

)
θj − θk.

From our period T analysis we know that the RHS is strictly decreasing in θk, and by
construction it is equal to the LHS for θk = θg. Hence whenever θk > θg, the inequality
holds and the buyer stops the tournament.
Step 5. If a round of elimination is ahead and there have been more thanNt+1 submissions,
the buyer obviously chooses the best of them to continue. If not, the buyer chooses
randomly. If the buyer has to increase the number of sellers, she chooses Nt+1−Nt sellers
from the set of previously inactive sellers who paid Et+1 entry fee, all which only have
worthless innovations to begin with.
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There is no profitable one-shot deviation at the research stage for the seller

Let π′ the a strategy profile that coincides with the equilibrium candidate π with the
exception of the seller i’s action in the investment stage in period t. Thus, it is a one-shot
deviation. Recall that

pt = p1 +
t∑
i=2

∆(θg, Ni),

where

∆(θg, n) = F (θg)n θg +
K∑

j=g+1

(
F (θj)n − F (θj−1)n

)
θj − θg,

In what follows, we show two things. First, for a sufficiently high p1 there exists a θ ∈ Θ

with θg ≤ θ < θK such that investing is optimal for all θk ≤ θ. Second, for each p1 there
exists a θ ∈ Θ with θg ≤ θ < θK such that not investing is optimal for all θk > θ. Notice
that in any period t the seller could win an amount zt ∈ Zt = {0, pt, pt/2, . . . , pt/Nt}. Here,
winning zero amounts to the tournament ending in that period. Thus, the probability
that the tournament continues is given by(

1−
∑
z∈Zt

P µ,π
t (z|θk)

)
=: W (µ, π|t, θk).

Further, let P µ,π
t (z|θk) denote the probability of winning some z ∈ Zt. We can then define

the seller’s expected winnings in period t as

Z(µ, π|θk, t) = ptPµ,π(pt|θk),

where

Pµ,π(pt|θk) =
Nt−1∑
n=0

P µ,π
t (pt/(n+ 1)|θk)

n+ 1

denotes the probability of winning in period t conditional on reaching period t with quality
θk. Notice that we have

Pµ,π(pt|θi) = Pµ,π(pt|θj), ∀θi, θj < θg; t < T.
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Further, for all θk < θg and t < s < T (i.e., any subsequent period after the deviation
except the last one) we have

Pµ,π(ps|θk) = Pµ,π′(ps|θk).

In period t, when the deviation takes place, we have

Pµ,π(pt|θk) > Pµ,π
′
(pt|θk) = 0

for any θk < θg and in the final period we have

Pµ,π(pT |θk) ≥ Pµ,π
′
(pT |θk)

for any θk < θg. Further, notice that the investment costs incurred up to any period s ≥ t

is greater under π than under π′ by exactly C, the investment cost from period t. Note
that the probability of winning in period t < T does not depend on the quality at the
beginning of the period (since we consider one-shot deviations all qualities will be below
the threshold), because all that matters is whether a quality above the threshold is drawn
in period t. Thus, we can drop the quality and write Pµ,π(pt|θk) = Pµ,π(pt), but we need
to keep in mind that this is only without loss for t < T , as the current quality matters
for winning in the last period, too.

Moreover, Ii(µ, π|θk, t) ∈ {0, 1} denotes the seller’s investment decision. With this in
hand we can define the expected utility of the assessment (µ, π) in period t when having
a highest quality θk by

Ui(µ, π|θk, t) = Z(µ, π|θk, t)− Ii(µ, π|θk, t)C +W (µ, π|t, θk)Ũi(µ, π|t+ 1),

where

Ũi(µ, π|t+ 1)

= Ii(µ, π|θk, t)

(
F (θk)Ui(µ, π|θk, t+ 1) +

g−1∑
x=k+1

(F (θx)− F (θx−1))Ui(µ, π|θx, t+ 1)

)
+ (1− Ii(µ, π|θk, t))Ui(µ, π|θk, t+ 1).

Note that the history is not an argument of the expected utility Ui(µ, π|θk, t). The reason
is that any investment cost incurred up to period t are sunk and do not matter for the
decision in period t and only the highest quality is relevant, but not how (i.e., at what
point in the past) the seller got it. Moreover, the continuation utility Ũi(µ, π|t + 1) is
different depending on whether or not the seller invests in period t. In case of investment
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the seller could start period t with a highest quality ranging from θk to θg−1, but not
above, as for any quality above θg she would have submitted it in ended the tournament.

Part 1: Investment is optimal up to some θ

We begin by showing that for a sufficiently high p1 there exists a θ ∈ Θ with θg ≤ θ < θK

such that investing is optimal for all θk ≤ θ. Thus, we need to show that

Ui(µ, π|θk, t)− Ui(µ, π′|θk, t) ≥ 0 (6)

for all θk ≤ θ for sufficiently high p1. We will do so by showing that inequality (6) is
satisfied for any θk < θK for sufficiently high p1. We can rewrite the LHS of inequality
(6) to

Ui(µ, π|θk, t)− Ui(µ, π′|θk, t) =

− C + pt(Pµ,π(pt)− Pµ,π
′
(pt))

+W (µ, π|t, θk)

(
F (θk)Ui(µ, π|θk, t+ 1) +

g−1∑
x=k+1

(F (θx)− F (θx−1))Ui(µ, π|θx, t+ 1)

)
−W (µ, π′|t, θk)Ui(µ, π|θk, t+ 1).

Note the following about the term Ui(µ, π|θk, t + 1) at the very end. This is the con-
tinuation value of the one-shot deviation π′. Yet, the argument in the function is the
equilibrium candidate π. The reason for this is that in period t + 1 the only thing that
matters is the strategy (and belief) for periods after and including t + 1 (and there π
and π′ coincide) and all that matters from past periods is the highest quality. We need
to consider two cases. First the case when the currently highest quality is below θg, and
second the case when the currently highest quality is at least θg.

Case 1 Suppose θk < θg. Begin by considering period T . The LHS of inequality (6) then
simplifies to

Ui(µ, π|θk, T )− Ui(µ, π′|θk, T ) =

− C + pT (Pµ,π(pT |θk)− Pµ,π
′
(pT |θk))

because the tournament ends for sure. Notice that Pµ,π(pT |θk) − Pµ,π
′
(pT |θk) > 0.

To see this, note that we are comparing the probabilities of winning the tournament
(in a tie or outright) for the case of no research in the last period with the case of
another round of research in the last period. Clearly, if the seller invests there is
a strictly higher chance of winning. Thus, inequality (6) is satisfied for sufficiently
large p1.
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Now consider any period t < T . We can write the expected utility of the equilibrium
strategy as

ptPµ,π(pt)− C +

(
T∑

s=t+1

(−C + psPµ,π(ps))
s−1∏
i=t

FNt(θg−1)Qµ,π(t)

)

and the utility of the one-shot deviation as

T∑
s=t+1

(
−C + psPµ,π

′
(ps)

)
F−1(θg−1)

s−1∏
i=t

FNt(θg−1)Qµ,π′(t),

where Qµ,π(t) is the probability that the seller will still be in the tournament given
that it continues. This captures the risk of being eliminated. We have Qµ,π′(t) ≤
Qµ,π(t) because not investing yields a lower expected innovation and therefore a
higher chance of being eliminated.

Recall that we can write prizes as pt = p1 +
∑T

i=2 ∆(θg, Ni). Making use of this we
can write the expected utility of the equilibrium strategy as

ptPµ,π(pt)− C +

(
T∑

s=t+1

(−C + psPµ,π(ps))
s−1∏
i=t

FNt(θg−1)Qµ,π(t)

)

= p1Pµ,π(pt) + p1

(
T∑

s=t+1

Pµ,π(ps)
s−1∏
i=t

FNt(θg−1)Qµ,π(t)

)
+K

where K contains all the terms that are not a function of p1.

We can proceed accordingly for the expected utility of the one-shot deviation. Then
the difference between the equilibrium candidate and the one-shot deviation corre-
sponds exactly to the LHS of inequality (6). Dropping all the terms that do not
depend on p1 this difference then reads

p1

(
Pµ,π(pt) +

(
T∑

s=t+1

Pµ,π(ps)F
Nt(θg−1)Qµ,π(t)

s−1∏
i=t+1

FNt(θg−1)Qµ,π(t)

))

− p1

(
T∑

s=t+1

Pµ,π′(ps)FNt−1(θg−1)Qµ,π′(t)
s−1∏
i=t+1

FNt(θg−1)Qµ,π′(t)

)

Recall that Pµ,π(ps) = Pµ,π′(ps) for all t < s < T and Pµ,π(pT ) ≥ Pµ,π′(pT ) and
that Qµ,π′(t) ≤ Qµ,π(t). Thus, for the inequality to be satisfied we need

Pµ,π(pt) +

(
T∑

s=t+1

Pµ,π(ps)F
Nt(θg−1)Qµ,π(t)

s−1∏
i=t+1

FNt(θg−1)Qµ,π(t)

)
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−

(
T∑

s=t+1

Pµ,π′(ps)FNt−1(θg−1)Qµ,π′(t)
s−1∏
i=t+1

FNt(θg−1)Qµ,π′(t)

)

≥ Pµ,π(pt) +

(
T∑

s=t+1

Pµ,π′(ps)FNt(θg−1)Qµ,π′(t)
s−1∏
i=t+1

FNt(θg−1)Qµ,π′(t)

)

−

(
T∑

s=t+1

Pµ,π′(ps)FNt−1(θg−1)Qµ,π′(t)
s−1∏
i=t+1

FNt(θg−1)Qµ,π′(t)

)

= Pµ,π(pt) + FNt(θg−1)

(
T∑

s=t+1

Pµ,π′(ps)Qµ,π′(t)
s−1∏
i=t+1

FNt(θg−1)Qµ,π′(t)

)

− FNt−1(θg−1)

(
T∑

s=t+1

Pµ,π′(ps)Qµ,π′(t)
s−1∏
i=t+1

FNt(θg−1)Qµ,π′(t)

)
= Pµ,π(pt)− FNt−1(θg−1)(1− F (θg−1))R

≥ 0

to be positive. Note that that R ≤ 1 as R is the total probability of winning the
tournament (either tied or outright). Thus, what remains to be shown in order for
the inequality (6) to be satisfied is that

Pµ,π(pt) + FNt−1(θg−1)(F (θg−1)− 1) ≥ 0.

We can write

Pµ,π(pt) =
K∑
k=g

(F (θk)− F (θk−1))
Nt−1∑
n=0

(
N − 1

n

)
FNt−1−n(θk−1)

(
F (θk)− F (θk−1)

)n
n+ 1

.

The lowest quality with which the seller can win in period t < T is θg, which she
gets with a probability F (θg) − F (θg−1). In addition, to win outright, all others
must draw at most θg−1. The probability of winning when tying with one is(

Nt − 1

1

)
FNt−2(θk−1)

(
F (θk)− F (θk−1)

)
2

as Nt − 2 sellers must draw at most θg−1 and exactly one must draw θg, too, and
there are Nt − 1 different ways of getting there and then there is a 1/2 chance of
winning the tie.

Proving that inequality (6) is satisfied then boils down to proving

FNt−1(θg−1)(F (θg−1)− 1)
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+

K∑
k=g

(F (θk)− F (θk−1))

N−1∑
n=0

(
N − 1

n

)
FN−1−n(θk−1)

(
F (θk)− F (θk−1)

)n
n+ 1

≥ 0.

To see that this is indeed the case some steps are needed.

FNt−1(θg−1)(F (θg−1)− 1)

+
K∑
k=g

(F (θk)− F (θk−1))

Nt−1∑
n=0

(
Nt − 1

n

)
FNt−1−n(θk−1)

(
F (θk)− F (θk−1)

)n
n+ 1

≥ FNt−1(θg−1)(F (θg−1)− 1) +

K∑
k=g

(F (θk)− F (θk−1))FNt−1(θk−1)

≥ FNt−1(θg−1)(F (θg−1)− 1) + FNt−1(θg−1)
K∑
k=g

(F (θk)− F (θk−1))

= FNt−1(θg−1)(F (θg−1)− 1) + FNt−1(θg−1)(1− F (θg−1))

= 0.

The first inequality follows by considering only the first element of the binomial sum (that
is, only the outright wins).

Case 2 Suppose θg ≤ θk < θK . In this case, the game will end with certainty in this
period and the LHS of inequality (6) reads

Ui(µ, π|θk, t)− Ui(µ, π′|θk, t) =

− C + (p1 +
T∑
i=2

∆(θg, Ni))(Pµ,π(pt)− Pµ,π
′
(pt)).

Thus, for a sufficiently high p1, not investing is not a profitable deviation.

Part 2: Investment is not optimal above some θ

We will now show that for each p1 there exists a θ ∈ Θ with θg ≤ θ < θK such that not
investing is optimal for all θk > θ. It is obvious that for a quality of θK it is never optimal
to invest, as research is costly. So there will always exist a quality level above which not
investing is optimal. What we remains to be shown is that if there is a θ < θK such that
not investing is optimal at θ, then for all θk ≥ θ not investing is optimal, too. We do this
by showing that whenever it is optimal not to invest for θk, then it is also optimal not to
invest for θk+1. The proof is then completed by induction.

Consider some θk ≥ θ ≥ θg. Abusing notation, let Z(µ, π|θk, t) denote the expected
winnings after the investment stage. Thus, we can write the expected utility of having
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highest quality θk and investing in that period as

F (θk)Z(µ, π|θk, t) +
K∑

m=k+1

(F (θm)− F (θm−1))Z(µ, π|θm, t)− C

while the expected utility of having highest quality θk and not investing in that period is

Z(µ, π|θk, t).

By assumption we have

Z(µ, π|θk, t)−

(
F (θk)Z(µ, π|θk, t) +

K∑
m=k+1

(F (θm)− F (θm−1))Z(µ, π|θm, t)− C

)
≥ 0.

We now show that this implies

Z(µ, π|θk+1, t)−

(
F (θk+1)Z(µ, π|θk+1, t) +

K∑
m=k+2

(F (θm)− F (θm−1))Z(µ, π|θm, t)− C

)
≥ 0.

We have

Z(µ, π|θk+1, t)−

(
F (θk+1)Z(µ, π|θk+1, t) +

K∑
m=k+2

(F (θm)− F (θm−1))Z(µ, π|θm, t)− C

)

− Z(µ, π|θk, t) +

(
F (θk)Z(µ, π|θk, t) +

K∑
m=k+1

(F (θm)− F (θm−1))Z(µ, π|θm, t)− C

)
= Z(µ, π|θk+1, t)− Z(µ, π|θk, t)− F (θk+1)Z(µ, π|θk+1, t)

+ F (θk)Z(µ, π|θk, t) + (F (θk+1)− F (θk))Z(µ, π|θk+1, t)

= (1− F (θk))(Z(µ, π|θk+1, t)− Z(µ, π|θk, t))

≥ 0

and therefore not investing is optimal for θk+1 given that not investing was optimal at
θk.

There is no profitable one-shot deviation at the submission stage for the seller

Let π′ denote the one-shot deviation of seller i in period t at the submission stage. Observe
that submitting an innovation that has quality below θg is never profitable, unless a round
of elimination is ahead. Then, any seller should submit their highest innovation as this
increases the chance of being allowed to continue. If no round of elimination is ahead,
submitting below θg is not profitable. Thus we only need to consider the decision of a
seller who has an innovation of quality θk ≥ θg. Let Si(µ, π|θk, t) ∈ {0, 1} denote seller
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i’s submission decision in period t with highest quality θk. Given that we consider the
submission stage with θk ≥ θg we can write utility as follows

Ui(µ, π|θk, t) = Si(µ, π|θk, t)Z(µ, π|θk, t) +
(
1− Si(µ, π|θk, t)

)
Qµ,π(t)Ũi(µ, π|t+ 1),

where

Z(µ, π|θk, t) = pt

N−1∑
n=0

P µ,π
t (pt/(n+ 1)|θk)

n+ 1
,

and

Ũi(µ, π|t+ 1) = Ii(µ, π|θk, t+ 1)

(
F (θk)Ui(µ, π|θk, t+ 1) +

K∑
x=k+1

(F (θx)− F (θx−1))Ui(µ, π|θx, t+ 1)− C

)
+ (1− Ii(µ, π|θk, t+ 1))Ui(µ, π|θk, t+ 1).

The term P µ,π
t (z|θk) captures the probability of winning prize t in period t when the

seller’s highest quality is θk after the investment stage in t. Thus, Z(µ, π|θk, t) captures the
expected winning after the investment stage. Moreover, the cost of investment in period
t is already sunk at the submission stage and does not show up. The term Ũi(µ, π|t +

1) corresponds to the continuation value the seller receives when she does not submit.
Recall that submitting will end the game for sure, as the buyer is playing according
to the equilibriums strategy and the seller has a quality θk ≥ θg. Even if the seller
does not submit, the game may still end if another seller submitted a sufficiently high
quality or because the seller is eliminated. Thus we weight the continuation value by that
probability that the contest indeed continues to the next period and denote this Qµ,π(t).
The continuation value itself differs depending on whether the seller will invest in period
t or not.

Submitting is profitable if

Ui(µ, π|θk, t)− Ui(µ, π′|θk, t) ≥ 0. (7)

Step 1. Suppose θk is sufficiently high so that the seller would not invest in the following
period. We can then rewrite the left-hand side of equation (7) to

Ui(µ, π|θk, t)− Ui(µ, π′|θk, t)

= Z(µ, π|θk, t)−Qµ,π′(t)Z(µ, π|θk, t+ 1)

= p1

N−1∑
n=0

[
P µ,π
t (pt/(n+ 1)|θk)−Qµ,π′(t)P µ,π′

t+1 (pt+1/(n+ 1)|θk)
]

n+ 1
+R1 −R2,
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where the terms R1 and R2 do not depend on p1. Further, the term in the brackets in
the sum is strictly positive. Hence, increasing p1 increases the difference Ui(µ, π|θk, t) −
Ui(µ, π

′|θk, t) and thus, for sufficiently large p1, the inequality is satisfied.

Step 2. Suppose θk is sufficiently low so that the seller would still invest in the following
period. If the seller submits, she will get any prize zt ∈ Zt = {0, pt, pt/2, . . . , pt/Nt} and
the game will end for sure, as she is submitting a quality θk ≥ θg. Suppose the state
of the world is such that she would receive a price zt ∈ Zt \ {pt}, i.e., she will not win
outright. Not submitting would mean that the contest ends and she receives no prize,
as there is (at least) one other seller with a quality θ ≥ θk ≥ θg. Since we have zt ≥ 0

for all zt ∈ Zt \ {pt}, submitting is yields a weakly higher payoff in those states of the
world than not submitting. Suppose next that the state of the world is such that the
highest valuation among the other sellers is θ and we have θg ≤ θ < θk. Thus, the seller
would win outright if she submits and if she does not submit she receives nothing and the
tournament ends. Thus, submitting yields a strictly higher payoff than not submitting.
Finally, suppose the state of the world is such that the highest quality among the other
seller is θ and we have θ < θg. Thus, submitting would yield a prize of pt while not
submitting would yield an expected winning of

Qµ,π′(t)Z(µ, π|θk, t+ 1)

if she does not invest in the subsequent period or

Qµ,π′(t)

(
F (θk)Z(µ, π|θk, t+ 1) +

K∑
x=k+1

(F (θx)− F (θx−1))Z(µ, π|θx, t+ 1)

)

if she submits. Given that she chooses optimally between submitting and not submitting,
submitting would yield Z∗, which denotes the maximum of the two above expressions.
Essentially, in this state of the world the seller is trading-off winning the higher prize pt+1

in the next period with a probability below 1 against winning pt for sure. Thus, for a
sufficiently high prize p1 she will always choose to submit.

Proof of Proposition 6. The proof proceeds in two steps. In the Step 1 we show that
extending T is always beneficial for the buyer in case of a dynamic prize tournament. In
Step 2 we show by example that extending T may be harmful for the buyer in case of a
fixed prize dynamic tournament.
Step 1: The expected costs in a dynamic prize tournament, implementing a global stop-
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ping rule θg in a T -period tournament are given by

EKg(θg, N, T ) =

(
T−1∑
t=1

tF (t−1)N(θg−1)(1− FN(θg−1)) + TF (T−1)N(θg−1)

)
NC.

Thus, the marginal cost of extending the tournament to T + 1 periods is

EKg(θg, N, T + 1)− EKg(θg, N, T ) =

=

(
T∑
t=1

tF (t−1)N(θg−1)(1− FN(θg−1)) + (T + 1)F TN(θg−1)

)
NC

−

(
T−1∑
t=1

tF (t−1)N(θg−1)(1− FN(θg−1)) + TF (T−1)N(θg−1)

)
NC

=
(
−TF (T−1)N(θg−1)(FN(θg−1)) + (T + 1)F TN(θg−1)

)
NC

=F TN(θg−1)NC

and expected quality by

EQg(θg, N, T ) =
K∑
k=1

θkhg(θk|θg, N, T ).

where

hg(θk|θg, N, T ) =

FNT (θk)− FNT (θk−1) k < g,∑T
t=1 F

N(t−1)(θg−1)
(
FN(θk)− FN(θk−1)

)
k ≥ g.

Then, the marginal benefit of extending the tournament to T + 1 periods is

EQg(θg, N, T + 1)− EQg(θg, N, T ) =

=
K∑
k=1

θkhg(θk|θg, N, T + 1)−
K∑
k=1

θkhg(θk|θg, N, T )

=
K∑
k=1

θk(hg(θk|θg, N, T + 1)− hg(θk|θg, N, T ))

=

g−1∑
k=1

θk
(
FNT (θk)(FN(θk)− 1)− FNT (θk−1)(FN(θk−1)− 1)

)
+

K∑
k=g

θkFNT (θg−1)
(
FN(θk)− FN(θk−1)

)
(8)
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The seller benefits from extending the tournament if

F TN(θg−1)NC ≤ (EQg(θg, N, T + 1)− EQg(θg, N, T )) .

From the optimality of θg we know that

NC ≤
K∑

j=g+1

θj
(
FN(θj)− FN(θj−1)

)
− θg

(
1− FN(θg)

)
Thus, to show that the seller benefits from extending the tournament, it is sufficient

to show that

F TN(θg−1)

( K∑
j=g+1

θj(FN(θj)−FN(θj−1))− θg
(
1− FN(θg)

))
≤ (EQg(θg, N, T + 1)− EQg(θg, N, T )) . (9)

Combining (8) and (9) and simplifying, we get that the sufficient condition is

F TN(θg−1)θg(1− FN(θg−1)) ≥
g−1∑
k=1

θk(FNT (θk)(1− FN(θk))− FNT (θk−1)(1− FN(θk−1)))

Recall that F (θ0) = 0 and note that we can write this sum as

g−1∑
k=1

θk(FNT (θk)(1− FN(θk))− FNT (θk−1)(1− FN(θk−1)))

=θ1FNT (θ1)(1− FN(θ1))− θ2FNT (θ1)(1− FN(θ1))

+ θ2FNT (θ2)(1− FN(θ2))− θ3FNT (θ2)(1− FN(θ2))

...

+ θg−2FNT (θg−2)(1− FN(θg−2))− θg−1FNT (θg−2)(1− FN(θg−2))

+ θg−1FNT (θg−1)(1− FN(θg−1))

=−
g−2∑
k=1

(θk+1 − θk)FNT (θk)(1− FN(θk)) + θg−1FNT (θg−1)(1− FN(θg−1))

This allows us to rewrite the sufficient condition to

(θg − θg−1)F TN(θg−1)(1− FN(θg−1)) ≥ −
g−2∑
k=1

(θk+1 − θk)FNT (θk)(1− FN(θk))

which always holds because θk+1 > θk.
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Step 2: To construct an example of a harmful extension of T in case of a fixed prize
tournament we consider a setting with N = 2, Θ = {0, 1} and extend T = 2 to T + 1 = 3.
Let the probability of drawing θ1 = 1 be given by π. We will choose parameters such that
the optimal individual threshold is θi = 1. The expected costs in the case of T = 2 are
given by

EK(2, 2) = 2(πC + 2(1− π)C)

and the expected quality

EQ(2, 2) = 1− (1− π)4.

In the case of T = 3 we have

EK(2, 3) = 2(πC + 2(1− π)πC + 3(1− π)2C)

and the expected quality

EQ(2, 3) = 1− (1− π)6.

Hence, the change in expected surplus for the buyer is given by

EQ(2, 2)− EK(2, 2)− EQ(2, 3) + EK(2, 3) = (1− π)2
(
2C − (2− π)π(1− π)2

)
which is negative for C = 1/10 and π = 2/5. Since

EQ(2, 2)− EK(2, 2) =
16

25
− 8

25
> 0

the individual threshold is θi = 1 is indeed optimal.
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